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Students' Representative Council 2021-22 organized an event in the light of the auspicious

occasion on 125th birth anniversary of the great revolutionary freedom fighter of India, Netaji

Subhash Chandra bose.

Parakram Diwas also known as Netaji Jayanti marks the birth anniversary of a prominent Indian

freedom fighter – Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose. This event was in collaboration with Bharatiya

Shikshan Mandal, YuvaAayamand was aimed to celebrate the valor and victories of Netaji, by

learning about his life, some of his authentic anecdotes and his courageous fight for our country.

This day is traditionally observed as a national event all over India.

Our Guest Speaker for the event was Mr. Bhujang Ramrao Bobade. He is Coordinator at the

research wing, RFRF,NAGPUR and the Director of Heritage Foundation, Jalgaon. He is also a

historian and museum expert who has written 21 books including 2 encyclopaedias as well as 65

paper publications.

Mr. Bobade told us about the life and struggles of Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose and how despite

all adversities Netaji was always true to his nation.He briefed us about the unknown parts of

Netaji’s life which shaped him to become the patriotic hero of India. Netaji’s schooling though

done in European school, he never lacked the lifestyle and character of a true Indian citizen. Two

lessons that he learnt from his principal that helped him in his walk of life were- 1) Morality is
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the supreme purpose. 2) | |Our speaker too urged us to live a life with morals and

listen to the nature more often.He very beautifully connected the experiences from Netaji’s life

to the present scenario of the world and taught us some exceptional lessons to remember

throughout our lives. He explained how teachers are facilitators of knowledge, but what we learn

from them is up to us and we should make the right choices. After years of Independence, we

still haven’t understood freedom. To pursue his career in Indian Civil Services, Netaji travelled

England to take the exam where he stood fourth but he soon realized that he belongs to serve his

motherland, therefore he turned down the ICS offer and returned to India for devoting his life in

India’s freedom struggle. We should learn from his sacrifice. He stood for total boycott

movement in India and after 10 years of struggle he put forward the shadow cabinet and

threatened Britishers to leave our country. Netaji is still alive in the hearts and minds of many,

serving as a source of hope and inspiration.Mr. Bobade ended his session by singing some lines

from an influential Marathi song for the audience.

A mail was sent to Mr. Bhujang Ramrao Bobade asking him to be our guest speaker for this

event. A post announcing the event on Parakram Diwas was uploaded on the Instagram page of

SRC. An official message cum invitation was circulated in all WhatsApp groups of our college

students with a link for joining the Google meet.The anchor of this event was Ms. Apurva Agrey,

MBA Coordinator,SRC. The event ended with a vote of thanks by Mr. Sugam Chowdhary, Joint

Event Manager, SRC
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